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Abstract. A self-similarity approximation model for three-wave resonant interaction in transient backward stimulated
Raman scattering (BSRS) was derived. Interestingly, as its asymptotic solution, the train of solitary backward Raman
pulse train is possibly formed. This result can be considered as an increment of “single” solitons observed previously.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Optical solitons is one of the most intriguing subjects in nonlinear optic interactions. Normally, it can be divided into two main branches. The first one results from an exact cancellation
between self-phase modulation and group velocity dispersion [1]. This type has been widely studied in both theory and experiment in dispersive media [2–5]. Another one is determined by the
balance between energy exchange rates of dispersionless waves of different velocities in threewave resonant interaction [6, 7]. This structure is ubiquitous in various branches of science as
plasma solitons [8–10], optical parametric solitons [11–13], stimulated backward Brillouin scattering [14, 15], solitons in forward stimulated Raman scattering (FSRS) [16–18]. Soliton in backward stimulated Raman scattering (BSRS) was theoretically predicted in 1969 [19] and observed
recently in gas filled hollow-core photonic bandgap fibres (HC-PBG) [20]. In this paper, we take
advantage of a self-similarity approximation solution analogous to that of transient FSRS to order
to consider the transient BSRS interaction problem. The finding solution results in an appearance
of the solitary backward Raman pulse train moving superluminously.
II. THREE-WAVE RESONANT EQUATIONS AND ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS
It is known that the self-similar solution in transient backward interactions have been theoretically predicted in Brillouin scattering [15,21] and plasma [10]. In this report, we will increment
for transient BSRS.
The envelope equations of the three-wave interaction in BSRS are described in Eqs. (1),
(2), and (3). In which, the short Stokes pulse ES counter-propagates with respect to a long pump
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pulse EP in resonance with the coherence wave Q
∂ EP 1 ∂ EP
+
= iκ 2
∂z
c ∂t
−



ωP
ωS


QE S ,

∂ ES 1 ∂ ES
+
= −iκ 2 Q∗ EP
∂z
c ∂t

(1)

(2)

∂Q
1
+ Γ2 Q = − iκ ∗1 EP ES∗ ,
(3)
∂t
4
where κ1,2 are Raman coupling constants and Γ2 is a dephasing rate of Raman medium depending
on pressure and temperature. Here, we assumed that the population inversion of the excited and
ground states approximates unity (n ≈ 1) while group velocities in a dispersionless mediumvP ≈
vS ≈ c. The absorption losses (γP and γS , respectively) and the contribution of Stark-shift (∆) are
also ignored.
In order to derive an asymptotically self-similar solution for transient BSRS [17], we use
the following variables
Γ2
x = κ2 z + cκ 2t; τ = cκ 2t; µ =
cκ 2
s
s
κ1∗
κ1∗
AP =
EP ; AS =
ES ; Q = iρ,
2cκ 2
2cκ 2
where the variables x and τ are linked to Stokes pulses. The longitudinal coordinate-τ describes
the total distance of Stokes pulse passed an active Raman medium. The coordinate-x describes
the distance between its front and maximum while µ is a normalized dephasing rate (Raman
linewidth). The imaginary coherence means that the resonance is complete in three-wave interaction. In this context, we choose EP,S real. It is also noted that EP,S could be real without lack of
generality in Ref. [10, 22]. Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) can be rewritten as below
2

∂ AP ∂ AP
+
= ρAS ,
∂x
∂τ

∂ AS
= −ρAP ,
∂τ


∂ρ
1
∂ρ
+
+ µρ = − AS AP .
∂x
∂τ
2

(4)
(5)
(6)

The backward amplification process can be relatively divided into two regimes: linear and
nonlinear regimes [10, 21]. The linear stage occurs at low pump energy levels or short interaction
time, which results in near uniformly amplified seed Stokes and its position is constant in time or
moves with the light speed in vacuum.
The nonlinear stage takes place at higher pump energy levels or longer interaction time.
Signal (seed Stokes) pulses become resharpening, narrowing, and moving with a superluminal
speed. Hence, Stokes pulse’s maximum approaches its front or the distance-x will be gradually
small compared with the total distance-τ. With the characteristics of the backward amplification,
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a consequence is given: the dependence of all amplitudes on the coordinate-τ can be negligible in
comparison to the coordinate-x [10, 22, 23]:
∂ (AP,S , ρ)
∂ (AP,S , ρ)
<<
(7)
∂τ
∂x
On the other hand, due to a very high Raman gain, HC-PBG can support a transient SRS
regime in an ultra-long pump pulse duration (several ns) which is several orders longer than previous study [18, 24]. Therefore, we can use an approximation µ ≈ 0. From Eq. (7) and above
analysis, Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) can be reformulated as
∂ AP 1
= ρAS
∂x
2
∂ AS
= −ρAP
∂τ
∂ρ
1
= − AS AP
∂x
2
The conservation of photon and optical phonon numbers gives us

(8)
(9)
(10)

A2P (x, τ) ρ 2 (x, τ) a20 (0, τ)
+
=
,
(11)
ωP
Ω
ωP
where ωP − ωS = Ω (frequency of coherence wave) and a0 (0, τ) is the temporal amplitude of
pump field at the input position x=0. We can rewrite Eq. (11) in term of a new variable ψ (x, τ) as
follows
AP =a0 cos(ψ/2),
r
(12)
Ω
ρ=
a0 sin(ψ/2)
ωP
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11) we obtain the Stokes amplitude AS
r
ωP ∂ ψ
AS = −
(13)
Ω ∂x
We can also replace Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) into Eq. (9)
∂ 2ψ
Ω
= sin ψ with T =
∂ x∂ T
2ω P

Zτ


a20 0,τ 0 dτ 0

(14)

−∞

Equation (14) is the well-known sine-Gordon equation.
√ It supports the approximated solution by a self-similar function ℑ (Z) = ψ (x, T ), where Z = 2 xT satisfies the ordinary differential
equation
d 2 ℑ 1 dℑ
+
= sinℑ
(15)
dZ 2 Z dZ
The solution of Eq. (15) depends on the boundary conditions. In the context of our consideration, it is given by ψ(0 + ) = 0, meaning that there is no coherence before the interaction between
pump wave and seed Stokes. ψ 0 (0) = ε (ε is very small constant) defines the initial amplitude of
seed Stokes. The important characteristic of the self-similar function ℑ (Z) is its amplitude, which
is oscillates asymptotically to the equilibrium value-π, so called “π-pulse solution”.
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Fig. 1. Normalized photon densities: pump density- fP , backward Stokes density- fS , and
coherence density- fC are shown as above

In the Fig. 1, the parameters are denoted as below:
fP =

A2P
= cos2 (ψ/2);
a20

fC =

A2S
 ;
A2S max

fS =

Ω ρ2
= sin2 (ψ/2).
ωP a20

The dynamical evolution of pump, backward Stokes, and coherence in respect to the selfsimilar variable Z are described by normalized energy densities in Fig. 1. It shows that in the
transient BSRS, it is possible to appear a series of oscillations caused by the phase shift-π from
self-similar function ℑ (Z). The physical origin of this behavior can be understood as an ability of
retaining “memory” or coherence after passing of applied fields in the transient BSRS.
III. GENERATION OF SOLITARY PULSE TRAIN IN REAL CONFIGURATION
HC-PBG as a microcell offers an excellent guiding structure: i) the diffraction-free long
interaction length allows light to be tightly confined during its propagation and ii) the flexibility
in designing the position of the guidance band allows us to remove unwanted higher order Raman
components [24]. These excellent features make it to be an excellent candidate for the investigation of light - gas interaction inside its hollow-core. The interaction between pump wave EP
(green curve) and backward Stokes wave (red curve) ES in H2 gas filled HC-PBG is numerically
calculated in Fig. 2. For simplicity, we assumed that both pump and seed shapes to be Gaussian
with a pump width of 35 ns (few times as long as seed pulse 8 ns). It is noted that the multi-peak
behavior is independent to the temporal shape of seed Stokes [25]. In our study, the HC-PBG consists of a core with the core’s radius and length of 5 µm and 1.4 m, respectively. The propagation
constants of Stokes and pump waves βS = 5.5 × 106 m−1 ; βP = 5.9 × 106 m−1 [20], respectively.
The seed energy is assumed to be 0.1 µJ and the gas pressure is 5 bar. The normalized
 dephasing

−8 m2 2
∗
rate µ is chosen as 0.0145 while the rotational Raman strength κ1 = 7.4 × 10
V . The
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orthogonal-H2 gas density is chosen as 62% of the total gas density at the room temperature. The
pump energy is assumed to be 18 µJ, where either it supports a transient regime [26] or the pump
intensity is strong enough to create a series of oscillations.

Fig. 2. Normalized evolution of the transient BSRS at different interaction times t = 0 ns;
t = 10 ns; t = 25 ns; t = 35 ns. In which 1-Pump pulse, 2-Stokes and 3-Coherence

The temporal evolution of the three-wave resonant interaction process is described as following: At initial time t = 0, no interaction between pump and seed Stokes occurs, leading to
have no coherence. When t > 0, seed pulse is amplified by counter-propagating pump wave, coherence appears with a time-delay with seed pulse. When interaction time increases, seed pulse
is amplifying. As pump intensity is not strong enough to pass the effect of dephasing behavior
(or relaxation), Stokes pulse will be close uniformly amplified like as experiment in linear stage.
When pump intensity is sufficient strong, it can pass the effect of dephasing [27]. It also means
that the transient SRS regime is broadened for pump width. The multi-peak appearance can be
understood by considering the energy flow among the pump, Stokes and coherence. As Stokes and
coherence fields grow, the pump field tends to be depleted toward zero and forming an energy flow
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back into the pump field, its phase is possible to be shifted-π. The growth of pump field causes the
depletion of Stokes and coherence fields at Stokes’ trailing edge. Results in Stokes pulse is sharpened at its front and reduced quickly at its trailing or Stokes pulse become narrowing. When pump
duration (interaction time) is equal or shorter than Stokes’ width, Stokes pulse will follow a single
pulse process like as Ref. [20] and doesn’t have any other peaks. When pump duration is several
times larger than Stokes’ width, it is possible to emerge another peak after the depletion of the
first peak caused by an ability of remaining “coherence memory” after the applied fields passed.
This second peak is also amplified gradually the same as the first one and so on. Consequently,
as the interaction time is long enough, we can observe multi-oscillation behavior. Of course, peak
number will be increased with the increasing of pump duration and intensity. Temporal evolution
is gradually represented in Fig. 2 (a-d). At interaction time t = 35 ns (about pump width), Stokes
structure theoretically has four additional peaks (Fig. 2d) with pulse durations about 4 ns, 4.5 ns,
5 ns, 5.5 ns corresponding to the first, second, third and fourth order ones.
Fig. 3 shows the backward amplification by the increasing of pump energy. When pump
energy increases, all of peaks become resharpening, narrowing, superluminous moving. At the
pump energy 14 µJ, the pulse durations are about 4.3 ns, 5 ns, 5.6 ns, 6.3 ns corresponding to
the first, second, third and fourth seed’s order ones. Moreover, these peaks move slowly gradually
with the increasing of pump energy, earlier peaks give slower superluminal speeds. When pump
energy is increased to a relatively high value, peaks will stop resharpening, moving superluminally
and reach an asymptotically symmetric shape (hyperbolic-secant).

Fig. 3. Resharpening, narrowing via pump energy increasing: black arrow shows the
direction of pump energy in the range 14 µJ -18 µJ

In the limit of high pump energy or long interaction time, Eq. (15) gives the 2π-pulse
solution, ℑ = 4 arctan(exp(Z)). Substituting it into Eqs. (12), (13) we have:
AP = a0 tanh(Z)

(16)
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r

Ω
a0 sech(Z)
(17)
ωP
r
ωP
AS = −2
sech(Z)
(18)
Ω
Equation (18) indicates an asymptotic state from the evolution of Stokes envelope. For
simplicity, assuming the pump wave has a very long duration with constant intensity (as a cw
beam). The temporal shape of backward seed Stokes is arbitrary but significantly shorter than that
of pump.
The behavior of pulse train in the limit of high pump energy or very long interaction length
(an asymptotic state) is shown in Fig. 3. In this regime, the speed of Stokes and coherence are
equal. Stokes structure is resharpened asymptotically to a hyperbolic-secant peak train like as a
further development of single solitary problem [20].
ρ=

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We developed the self-similarity approximation solution for transient backward stimulated
Raman scattering equations. The multi-peak appearance and dynamics in the highly coherent
regime is analyzed in detail. In the limit of high pump energy or long interaction time, the train of
solitary pulses moving with superluminous velocities can be generated. The gas filled HC-PBG
configuration is also proposed for observing this new phenomenon. Of course, it is also applied
for other gases having a high Raman gain.
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